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Get set for your  
favorite space!

In matte beige and grey pastel tones, the 
Brave decor from the KRONOTEX collection 
EXQUISIT offers a natural interplay of colors 
and a trendy floorboard look.
This flooring is a must for lovers of all things 
vintage, and brings a little soul to any home.

Brave
D 4782 I EXQUISIT

Watch 
the film

https://youtu.be/5PiwSnrvUAA
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“There’s magic in every beginning” – this inspirational quote by Hermann 
Hesse is, in my view, applicable in many contexts. After all, a fresh start is 
always the beginning of something new. The beginning of a journey. With 
all the excitement, expectations and anticipation that changes bring. A 
beginning is always an opportunity: to take something in another direc-
tion, to reinvent yourself, or to gain new experiences.
I’ve just made a new beginning in my life, too. In the fall of 2022, I stepped 
into the role of General Manager for the Sales and Marketing divisions at 
SWISS KRONO, in what was admittedly a challenging time. But what ma-
kes me absolutely confident for the future is the trusting relationship with 
my team and the huge number of ideas about our work that we generate 
when we communicate.

We’re working with a precious gift of nature. After all, wood is something 
very valuable indeed. It’s a new beginning! We humans decide how we’ll 
make use of this raw material. I watch with concern how much of this 
great good is currently being used to produce energy – and literally being 
“burnt up”. There are many different ways in which wood can serve us for 
decades. And this is the order of the day if we want to protect our planet: 
using raw materials as sustainably as we can and not “burning through 
them” in the short term.

The certified wood we use for our KRONOTEX floors makes its way from 
our factory in Heiligengrabe, Germany around the world to your home. 
To the offices and businesses where you work. It’s part of the beginning 
you’re building. With your energy and spirit. Thinking about that leaves 
me filled with enthusiasm as I go about my work.

I hope this new issue of our magazine offers you lots of creative inspira-
tion for designing your spaces. We‘ve showcased some of the megatrends 
for 2023 together with our new KRONOTEX decors. There’s bound to be 
something for every taste among this exciting array of items.
Best wishes,

 
Robert Schneider
General Manager Sales & Marketing
SWISS KRONO

Dear lovers of 
spaces filled with positive energy,

Get set for your  
favorite space!
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COLLECTIONS
2023

Flooring

 made from wood

 PVC-free

 antibacterial

 UV-resistant

 flame retardant

 scratch-resistant

 abrasion-proof

 hard-wearing

 very comfortable to walk on

 easy to clean

 easy to install

  suitable for underfloor heating 
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The Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) is an eco-label (Type III) that is recognized and accepted  
worldwide in accordance with ISO 14025. Manufacturing and production control comply with DIN EN 13329.  
We reserve the right to make technical changes.

Elba Eiche Natur
D 6009 I EXQUISIT PLUS
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The search for beauty 
is the real secret of life.

Oscar Wilde 
1854 bis 1900 

Irish poet and dramatist
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Find out more  
about Oscar Wilde

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXbpox7l8r0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXbpox7l8r0
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A touch 
of Bohemia

Space for art, 
space for conversation, 
space for fantasy and freedom. 

Presented by the Calais Oak decor from the HERRINGBONE 
collection. Create a world in the spirit of savoir-vivre with  
a dark, velvety and smoky look, with an elegant shimmer and 
sophisticated spirit.

Calais Oak
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Dark and smoky with an interplay of brown, 
anthracite and black, the Calais Oak decor 
casts a powerful spell.

Calais Oak
D 4766 I HERRINGBONE

The bohemians formed a counter-movement 
to bourgeois living from the mid-19th century 
to the early 20th century. Their lifestyle and 
art fought against society’s focus on perfor-
mance and productivity. Bohemians were all 
about living life to the full. A love of freedom, 
art, peace, joy, self-expression and love itself 
were at the heart of their lives.

Did
you
know?

Watch 
the film

https://youtu.be/8pM8Ul_kIcg
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...in a dream of far-off places. Feeling the warm sand under  
my feet, hearing the sounds of the sea. A soft breeze brus-
hing my skin. Submerged in complete serenity. On my own 
little island, far away from the day-to-day. 
The Sansibar Hickory Nature decor turns your space into  
a place of warmth and peacefulness. 

Time to let go.

Sansibar Hickory Nature

Get swept away
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Light tones of creamy beige, bright honey,  
silken grey and nut brown shape the boards. 
The Sansibar Hickory Nature decor recalls 
sunlit wood, weathered by the salty sea spray.

Sansibar Hickory Nature 
D 6016 I EXQUISIT PLUS

The 
splendor 
of 
scent

Zanzibar – the island of spices.  
The delicate scent of cinnamon,  
nutmeg, exotic flowers and pepper 
hangs over the island on the Indian 
Ocean like a veil. Give your own little 
island the splendid and alluring  
scent of elsewhere.

Watch 
the film

Get swept away

https://youtu.be/F3YP0cfIQec
https://youtu.be/F3YP0cfIQec
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Do you see life in more than just black and white?  
Is your life full of color – and are you aways ready for a change? 
Then take the opportunity to shape your space in a way that suits 
you! With the decors in the HERRINGBONE collection  
from KRONOTEX, you can do just that. 
MIX IT – whatever way you like! 

Bordeaux Oak, Pisa Oak,  

Ferrara Oak, Toulouse Oak

Mix it!
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Watch 
the film

The Ferrara Oak decor combines colors of dark 
chocolate and nougat with elegance and confi-
dence. A harmonious atmosphere of comfort.

Ferrara Oak
D 3860 | HERRINGBONE

The Bordeaux Oak decor features delicate beige 
tones and is pleasingly understated. Nordic flair 
and a classic yet modern style for every space.

Bordeaux Oak
D 3516 | HERRINGBONE

The gentle creamy beige of the Toulouse Oak 
decor creates a warm ambiance, adding  
delightful touches here and there. The flooring 
recalls the elegance of a palace banquet hall.

Toulouse Oak
D 3678 | HERRINGBONE

Bright like forest blossom honey, Pisa Oak  
adds a touch of sunlight to your space. 
A colorful interplay of positive energy.

Pisa Oak
D 3861 | HERRINGBONE

Anabell‘s 
tip

Round lamps are the perfect contrast to the straight lines of the 
flooring’s herringbone pattern. Objects with geometric shapes 
such as circles, triangles or squares generally look great in  
HERRINGBONE spaces.

https://youtu.be/yy_9C3DuixE
https://youtu.be/yy_9C3DuixE
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A happy life is one 
which is in accordance 

with its own nature.

Lucius Annaeus Seneca 
1–65 AD 

Roman philosopher, playwright and naturalist
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Find out more  
about Seneca

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ns4NscvLi8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ns4NscvLi8A
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Rooms filled with the tranquility of Macro Oak Brown 
are shaped by classic, timeless elegance and absolute 
harmony. The soft brown creates the backdrop for  
all kinds of color schemes in delicate berry tones and 
exciting combinations with cool metal and stone.

Watch 
the film

The softly flowing, overlying translucent li-
nen curtain enhances the elegant, soothing 
effect of the flooring.

The finishing touch

Absolute
harmony

Makro Oak Brown

https://youtu.be/vU4xdjdAUH0
https://youtu.be/vU4xdjdAUH0
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The Macro Oak Brown decor covers the space 
like a gentle and peaceful forest floor.  
The delicate color gradient of creamy nougat 
tones is met by a classic wood grain on  
the flooring.

Makro Oak Brown
D 4791 | MAMMUT PLUS
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What makes a space a home? A fee-
ling of connection and rootedness. 
The ability to blossom and grow. 
In harmony with yourself and your 
surroundings. Elba Oak Nature acts 
as a solid foundation full of positive 
energy.

Grounding 
yourself

Elba Oak Nature

2

1
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Watch 
the film

Anabell‘s 
tip
Plants can really work magic in a room: they improve air 
quality, keep temperatures low on hot days and create 
humidity. They also dampen background noise, making 
them a passable form of soundproofing. 
From a design perspective, carefully selected greenery  
can give spaces structure, depth, a fresh feel and – cru-
cially – positive vibes.
So get some green into your space! With accents on the 
walls or in furnishings.

With the soft rose gold shimmer of a sunset 
and the sparkling of copper mineral, the decor 
Elba Oak Nature injects a spot of energy.

Elba Oak Nature
D 6009 | EXQUISIT PLUS

3

Araceae (toxic) from tropical regions of  
South America (Columbia, Venezuela).  
Improves air quality, as its leaves filter  
formaldehyde from the air.

Peace lily 
(Spathiphyllum 
wallisii)

3

Asparagus plant from Angola, lasting 
succulent, excellent air purifier, represents 
powerful protective energy in feng shui.

Sansevieria 
(Sansevieria 
cylindrica)

1

Araceae (toxic) from south-east Asia,  
air-purifying, suitable for humid spaces.

Devil’s ivy 
(Epipremnum 
pinnatum)

2

https://youtu.be/ExDOQX4XHoo
https://youtu.be/ExDOQX4XHoo
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Simplicity 
is the keynote 

of all true 
elegance.

Coco Chanel 
1883 – 1971

 French fashion designer 
and entrepreneur

Find out more  
about Coco Chanel

22

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2G88zqPxJ00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2G88zqPxJ00
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Island  
of tranquility

Every home needs one: your own little 
island. A place to think, explore the 
worlds of your imagination and drift off 
in a daydream. A peaceful space to let 
your mind unfold and express itself.  
The decor Elba Oak Silver blends 
smoothly into the background and 
offers a solid ground for new flights  
of inspiration.

Elba Oak Silver
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Stony grey tones mix with a rich brown  
in the Elba Oak Silver decor. A striking,  
somewhat cooler combination for  
a modern space.

Elba Oak Silver 
D 6013 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Watch 
the film

Reading tip

Do you use your island of tranquility to write down your 
thoughts or write letters to people who matter to you? 
Then we’ve got a great reading tip for you: Letters of 
Art, a collection of letters offering moving and fascina-
ting insights into the lives of famous artists. Published 
by Prestel.
“This book is a journey through time and a love letter 
to the written word, as Letters of Art takes us back to 
a world where letters were written by hand and spent 
weeks traveling by adventurous means to reach their 
destination.” Die ZEIT

Island  
of tranquility

https://youtu.be/JfBEvuXGqwg
https://youtu.be/JfBEvuXGqwg
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Direct impact 
Naxos

This kitchen with a cool grey and red  
contrast has a clear and direct impact. 
Here, clear lines and forms shape  
the space. The decor Naxos literally  
sets an atmosphere of sleek perfection  
in stone.
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The light grey Naxos decor blends  
in with confident ease, creating a sense of 
stylistic expertise. 

Naxos 
D 3000 | MEGA PLUS

Watch 
the film

Anabell‘s 
tip
Lamps are a great way to deliberately break up the 
style in a space. 
Slick modern furniture fronts in bright colors and 
cool flooring like in this kitchen combine wonder-
fully with natural lamp materials such as papyrus.

https://youtu.be/w-IPz_Pl0_Q
https://youtu.be/w-IPz_Pl0_Q
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A tour of the 
SWISS KRONO 

factory
Israeli interior designers 

visit our flooring production

In the fall of 2022, a group of interior designers 
from Israel visited SWISS KRONO in Heiligen- 
grabe, Germany. 
The 16 interior design experts from Tel Aviv  
traveled to Berlin with Ofer Bar from our partner 
partner Republic Floor Ltd and with Nir Orzel, 
the general manager of our specialist retailer 
DOMUS Nature, to take a look at our flooring 
production. 
Israeli customers generally like to keep up with 
the latest trends, which means interior design is 
held in high regard in the country. What’s more, 
Israel has a government-funded program that 
supports young families with purchasing a home, 
representing a considerable potential customer 
base for the design experts.

The Israeli guests are impressed with what 
they see at the SWISS KRONO factory.
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Makro Oak Nature
D 4794 | MAMMUT

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Interior Design  
by Einav Rosiano

From left to right: Ofer Bar from our retailer Republic Floor Ltd, 
interior designer Einav Rosiano and Grégory Labouré, respon-
sible for sales in Israel at SWISS KRONO.

Robert Schneider, Managing Director of Sales and 
Marketing, wishes Tamar Pitcho a happy 40th 
birthday, which the interior designer celebrated 
on the day of the SWISS KRONO factory tour.

Firsthand market expertise
The Israeli interior designers have all been working 
with our KRONOTEX floors for years. They appreci-
ate the features of the product, as well as the design 
variety it offers. “The visit was a great opportunity 
for our sales team to find out firsthand what criteria 
the designers choose their flooring according to,” 
says Robert Schneider, Managing Director of Sales 
and Marketing at SWISS KRONO. “After all, their 
suggestions have a decisive influence on our cus-
tomers’ purchasing decisions. We were therefore 
keen to find out from our visitors how they use our  
KRONOTEX floors.”

Seeing it with their own eyes 
There were plenty of opportunities for this during 
the three-hour factory tour. The interior designers 
were impressed by the size and the level of auto-
mation used in the factory. “I know carpentry stores 
and similar manual craft businesses, but this is the 
first time I’ve seen an industrial company as big as 
SWISS KRONO,” says Einav Rosiano. “This is high-
tech, what I’m seeing here, and I’m impressed. I can 
now tell my customers from my own experience 
about the high quality of the floors, which is a major 
plus point in my work.”
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Interior Design  
by Liat Post

Inspired by the 
wide range of design options

The new SWISS KRONO design center was of par-
ticular interest to the interior designers during their 
tour of the factory. The flooring design team showed 
the guests from Israel how KRONOTEX flooring is 
created, and they were, of course, also able to expe-
rience SWISS KRONO’s flooring printer live in action. 
 This special technology was developed especially 
for the company and is unique worldwide. The dig-
ital printer can be used to produce custom flooring 
for individual customers or small quantities of floor-
ing, giving SWISS KRONO a huge amount of flexibil-
ity in its flooring range. 

Bringing worlds of experience  
together

Interior designer Liat Post was also impressed by 
the factory visit. The former HR manager specializes 
in office design because she wants to use her exper-
tise from HR to design creative work environments. 
In many cases, she opts for KRONOTEX flooring.
 
      

Interior designer Liat Post (right) is shown by 
SWISS KRONO apprentice Dominik 
how KRONOTEX flooring is created.

Treviso Oak
D 4764 | HERRINGBONE
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#yourhome

The experts were impressed by the 
attention to detail and design variety 
offered by KRONOTEX flooring.

The conclusion of the guests and hosts? An 
extremely successful visit that all participants 
got plenty out of. “This was a great experi-
ence – it makes you want to see and learn 
more,” says Grégory Labouré, who heads 
KRONOTEX’s sales division in Israel. “You see, 
it is extremely important for our product de-
velopment team to know what customers are 
looking for and what they choose. This is not 
always easy 
for large producers like us, since we sell to 
wholesalers. By networking with interior de-
sign experts, we obtain valuable information 
for our collections. We would like to thank our 
guests for their fantastic feedback, on social 
media as well.” 

During the factory tour, the interior designers learn  
how KRONOTEX floors are created.

Watch 
the film

Interior Design  
by Liat Post

https://youtu.be/KFc8vhgqZ_A
https://youtu.be/KFc8vhgqZ_A
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When asked about the first step in designing spaces, Hila Alter confidently gives  
an answer straight away: “The choice of flooring, since this forms the basis.  

The floor is ultimately what determines the feel of my entire interior design concept.

Creating a 
balanced space 
Interior design begins with the floor

Hila Alter
 
41 years old
Interior designer
- Studied in Tel Aviv 
-  Has had her own studio  

since 2017

Interior architecture &
home styling
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Treviso Oak
D 4764 | HERRINGBONE

Calais Oak
D 4766 | HERRINGBONE

What an incredible message from an expert who 
has won multiple “Best of” awards for her interior 
design in online votes in Israel, and has been us-
ing KRONOTEX floors as part of her ensembles for 
years. SWISS KRONO sales representative Grégory  
Labouré met the 41-year-old from Tel Aviv and her 
specialist retailer Nir Orzel from DOMUS Nature  
in Berlin. Hila is currently planning a project that 
is close to her heart. This is because the mai-
sonette penthouse apartment, which needs to 
be redesigned and is located in the small town of 
Petah Tikva, is not the only thing that Hila feels 
drawn to – the interior designer also likes the own-
ers Racheli and Tal. Hila is planning to create the 
dream home for the couple and their children us-
ing KRONOTEX floors. The design expert knows 
exactly what she’s looking for: they should look nat-
ural, warm and tasteful. “The penthouse was previ-
ously furnished with parquet flooring and featured a 
country-home style interior,” says Hila. “My custom-
ers now want a more modern look, while keeping it 
tasteful and elegant.”

The same flooring in two variations
Grégory Labouré is well prepared for these require-
ments, as agreed upon with Nir Orzel. After all, the 
variety of flooring offered by KRONOTEX covers the 
entire spectrum of different interior design styles. “I 
agreed with Nir that we would recommend to Hila a 
combination of the same flooring in different varia-
tions,” says the flooring expert. “Both light and dark 
KRONOTEX flooring would be ideal, laid as planks 
as well as in herringbone pattern. I’m excited to see 
what Hila thinks of our suggestions.”

 
 

For the living areas in her clients’ penthouse, 
Hila Alter opts for the classic Treviso Oak  

HERRINGBONE flooring.

From left to right: Grégory Labouré from  
SWISS KRONO and Nir Orzel, General Manager  
of DOMUS Nature, discuss suitable flooring  
options with Hila Alter.

 Soft beige or  
smoky brown

The prepared flooring could hardly be more different 
in terms of color and the effect they have on a space. 
Soft, warm beige tones make up the vanilla shim-
mering Treviso Oak HERRINGBONE flooring, which 
looks both modern and timeless at the same time. 
The plank pattern of the Pettersson Oak Nature 
flooring is an absolute classic that pairs perfectly 
with this.
Dark and smoky in a mix of brown, anthracite and 
black, the second flooring, Calais Oak, makes a pow-
erful statement in rooms. The herringbone flooring 
turns any room into something reminiscent of a 
grand ballroom. The corresponding Pettersson Oak 
Dark plank conveys presence and impact.
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Love at first sight
In a few simple steps, Gregory and Nir skillfully lay some 
panels of each flooring type, giving Hila a first impression 
of what they look like. 
The designer quickly found her favorite. She already had 
an image in her head of how the newly designed pent-
house should look: tones of grey, black, pink and wood 
would characterize the spacious living and dining room 
area. The floor would need to lend the room a luxurious 
look and harmonize well with the chosen colors and wood-
en elements. The Treviso Oak HERRINGBONE flooring from 
KRONOTEX was a perfect match for Hila’s requirements. 
For the staircase adjacent to the open living space, the in-
terior designer chose Pettersson Oak Nature flooring. 

 
 

A growing market
After detailed consultation, Many of Hila and Nir’s custom-
ers end up choosing SWISS KRONO flooring. This despite it 
still being somewhat of a newcomer on the Israeli market, 
as Nir reveals. “In Israel, tiles are more commonly used in 
houses and apartments. But because customers want to 
keep up with the latest design trends, they are increas-
ingly opting for the versatile design offered by KRONOTEX 
flooring. 

Nir Orzel 
General Manager of DOMUS Nature
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#yourhome
@hiladesign

A speedy effort
Between being handed the keys and the custom-
ers moving in, interior designer Hila Alter and her 
specialist retailer Nir Orzel only had three weeks to 
get the job done. “We didn’t have a minute to spare. 
KRONOTEX flooring is actually pretty quick and easy 
to install,” says the expert. “But when it comes to 
HERRINGBONE, it’s not that simple. Thankfully Nir 
and his team, as always, fitted the flooring with the 
utmost precision. The stairs were laid with planks 
from the EXQUISIT PLUS collection in combination 
with a solid wood trim, which has turned out fabu-
lous. We make the perfect team – I can always rely 
on Nir’s suggestions and support during the instal-
lation work.”  

The result of Hila’s interior design work in the pent-
house apartment in Petah Tikva, Israel, is nothing 
short of impressive. It comes as no surprise that 
her clients are overjoyed with their new home. Tal 
loves the fireplace and the cabinet for his exquisite 
whisky collection. Racheli is over the moon that her 
desire for a modern-yet-warm design has been 
perfectly implemented in her new home. 
  

Mission “dream home” accomplished. 
You’ve outdone yourself, Hila.  
Congratulations on this excellent work –  
we are proud that our KRONOTEX  
flooring is part of your stunning  
interior design!

Pettersson Oak Nature 
D 4764 | EXQUISIT PLUS

Hila Alter uses an extra-wide plank of the Pettersson Oak Nature 
flooring from KRONOTEX on the stairs.

Watch 
the film

https://www.facebook.com/hilaladesign
https://youtu.be/GfwRDF9V5a4
https://youtu.be/GfwRDF9V5a4
https://youtu.be/GfwRDF9V5a4
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This on-trend look for your home is all 
about mindfulness and being close to 
nature. Home accessories for 2023 focus 
on natural materials such as shells and 
stones, and on making conscious use of 
resources.
Neutral colors harmoniously underpin 
the design and are ideal for combining 
with wood tones. Something that looks 
particularly good here is an old cup-
board that has been given a limewash 
finish.

Bodega Oak Beige 
D 40402 | EXQUISIT PLUS
warm and radiant
The light, warm sand tones of the Bodega Oak 
Beige decor bring a glow to the room. The extra-
wide boards have a natural, light wood grain that 
makes the play of colors all the more effective.

Sustainable
and organic

Our  
decor tips 
2023

Interior Trend 
2023

NEW!

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
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Bodega Oak Grey
D 40412 | EXQUISIT PLUS
soothing and balanced

Avanto Brown
D 80252 | EXQUISIT PLUS
timelessly natural 

CONSCIOUS 
HOME

The Bodega Oak Grey decor exudes an air of restraint 
and balance with its grey-brown color and subtle tou-
ches of vanilla. An extra-wide board for rooms that 
demand a strong, enduring look.

Nut brown combines with light sand tones 
in the Avanto Brown decor. The extra-wide 
board is an absolute classic for natural,  
timeless interior design.

NEW!

NEW!
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The trend scouts all agree that lavender is  
set to dominate our homes in 2023. This 
delicate, blue-tinged pastel tone can be 
both calming and fun. On furniture, walls 
or textiles, lavender creates a perfect ba-
lance in the home. And – even better – this 
serene color is great for combining with 
other shades. Pair bright, warm floors with 
lavender, and bask in the glow of a sum-
mer’s day in Provence. Or opt for more 
low-key, grey flooring with lavender to 
create an oasis of balance and calm. 
Unleash your creativity!

Color focus

Lavender

Desert Oak Grey
D 80722 | ROBUSTO 
attractive and low-key 
Silky grey combines with light brown and vanilla 
tones in the Desert Oak Grey decor. The rustic 
wood grain underlines the board’s timeless and 
classic look.

NEW!

Interior Trend 
2023

Our  
decor tips 
2023

38

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/desert-oak-grey/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
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Bodega Oak Nature
D 40432 | EXQUISIT PLUS
harmonious and shining

Bodega Oak Brown
D 40422 | EXQUISIT PLUS
rustic yet elegant
The Bodega Oak Brown decor combines 
nougat brown and warm, sand tones 
with hints of a smoky dark brown. The 
extra-wide boards have a rustic yet ele-
gant look.

Caramel brown and golden sand tones combine in 
the Bodega Oak Nature decor to create a warm glow. 
An even grain adds to the charm of these extra-wide 
boards.

NEW!

NEW!

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/bodega-oak-nature/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/bodega-oak-brown/#/
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The Lybia Copper decor bathes the room in the warm glow 
of a setting sun. The play of soft light brown, golden yellow 
and pink creates absolute harmony and balance.

Color focus 

fresh green  
and blue

A bold and enigmatic color trend for 2023: 
the combination of blue and green.  
Nostalgic, emotional and audacious. And  
at the same time, an ode to nature, to water, 
to the sky and to plant life. Colors that are 
redolent of vitality.
Green and blue help improve concentration 
and have a calming effect. The strong hues 
are excellent for combining with our new 
flooring options in grey and pink tones.

Lybia Oak Copper
D 80642 | ROBUSTO
harmonious and glowing 

NEW!

Interior Trend 

2023

Our 
decor tips

2023

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/mountain-oak-titanium/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/lybia-oak-copper/#/
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The Mountain Oak Titanium decor has a 
strong, dominant look. The rustic effect of 
the wide, extra-long boards emphasizes 
the interplay of nougat brown, caramel 
and light grey.

Mountain Oak Titanium
D 40762 | Mammut Plus
powerfully present

NEW!

NEW!

The Avanto Naturale decor features 
a rustic mix of light and dark brown 
tones. The extra-wide boards bring a 
touch of country-house living to the 
room.

Avanto Nature 
D 80272 | EXQUISIT PLUS 
cozy and rustic

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/mountain-oak-titanium/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/avanto-nature/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/lybia-oak-copper/#/
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Color focus

We're seeing
 RED!

NEW!

NEW!

Desert Oak Nature
D 80712 | EXQUISIT
molten caramel 

Avanto Light
D 80262 | EXQUISIT PLUS
cozy and warm

The Desert Oak Nature decor exudes 
an air of composure and permanence.  
A balanced play of caramel and 
cream runs through the even grain of 
the boards.

Soft vanilla, warm sand and a hint of 
nougat brown make the Avanto Light 
decor the ideal choice for a natural, 
Scandinavian look. Extra-wide boards 
for a snug, warm interior.

Interior Trend 

2023

Our 
decor tips 

2023

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/ruby-oak-platinum/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/desert-oak-nature/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/avanto-light/#/
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NEW!
Ruby Oak Platinum
D 40532 | EXQUISIT PLUS
smoky and elegant
Smoky dark brown dominates the Ruby Oak Platinum decor. 
Here and there, hints of light brown bring a vibrant sheen to 
the rustic wood grain of these extra-wide boards.

The trend color red is set to lift our spirits in 
2023. Earthy red tones will define home inter-
iors, bringing a glow of energy and life. Ready 
for something new? Don’t be afraid to go for  
a color that sends signals!
Red is available in a rich variety of shades, so 
you can mix and match them in any number of 
ways. You can combine the red tones in your 
room with light or dark flooring, depending on 
the effect you want to achieve.

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/ruby-oak-platinum/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/desert-oak-nature/#/
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Perfectly curated 
patchwork 

The Opal Oak Coffee decor turns the room into 
a tranquil haven. The dark essence of coffee 
blends with light beige tones that lend the board 
life and luster.

Opal Oak Coffee
D 40522 | ROBUSTO
mysterious and vibrant

Interior Trend 

2023

Is your home as colorful as your life? Then it not 
only suits you to a T, it’s also in tune with one of 
the megatrends of 2023: eclecticism. A hard one to 
pronounce? We think so too! That’s why we sim-
ply refer to it as a perfectly curated patchwork of 
beautiful things. A mix of old and new furniture, 
large prints, treasured finds from your last visit to 
the flea market. Have the courage to combine all 
the things that speak to your soul.
A neutral floor without an overly strong wood 
grain can bring a touch of calm to your colorful 
world. And if you group your treasured pieces to-
gether into small collections, you can also create 
zones to give the eyes a little rest.

Our 
decor tips 

2023

NEW!

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/opal-oak-coffee/#/
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Avanto Beige 
D 80242 | EXQUISIT PLUS
comfortable and warm 

Ruby Oak Brown
D 40542 | ROBUSTO
naturally balanced 
The calm, light brown tones of 
the Ruby Oak Brown decor make 
it the perfect basis for creating a 
natural look. A board for a time-
less interior.

Light cappuccino brown blends with warm sand 
tones in the Avanto Beige decor. The extra-wide 
boards create a snug and inviting atmosphere.

PLAYFUL SPACES

NEW!

NEW!

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/ruby-oak-brown/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/avanto-beige/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/opal-oak-coffee/#/
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THE ART OF  
PARING BACK

Tavalo Travertin White
D 80692 | MEGA PLUS
restrained and simple 
The stunning Tavolo Travertine White decor 
pairs bright beige with hints of vibrant light 
grey. With their subtle natural stone effect, 
these tiles are the ideal choice for minimalist 
interior design.

Interior Trend

2023

NEW!

Our 
decor tips
2023

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/tavolo-travertin-white/#/
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The natural stone-effect Tavolo Travertin Grey 
decor has a pure, no-frills look. The light grey 
tiles are the ideal choice for urban-style design 
and help create a distinctive, loft-like feel.

Tavalo Travertin Grey
D 80702 | MEGA PLUS
deliberately no-frills

We would be the first to admit that it’s difficult 
to part with possessions, even if you haven’t 
used them for a long time. Moving house 
often offers the opportunity to consider what 
you really want to keep and how much you 
actually need in order to feel at home. Interior 
design is set to focus on the idea of paring 
back to the essentials in 2023.
No-frills wooden and metal furniture features 
in airy, urban rooms, where the design impact 
centers, above all, around “absences”. This 
trend is perfect for combining with our new, 
natural stone-effect flooring. These styles of 
decor exude strength and clarity, underlining 
the consciously pared-back look.

NEW!

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/tavolo-travertin-grey/#/
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Few trends have enjoyed such widespread and 
enduring popularity as this one. It is plain to see 
why: rooms with Nordic flair have a light and 
airy, timelessly beautiful and wonderfully laid-
back feel.
Scandinavian living is comfortable and extreme-
ly contemporary. The furnishing style is all about 
wood and nature, with the use of warm textiles 
to reinforce the effect.  
The first thing you need for the perfect Scandi-
navian style is as much white as possible. And  
a wood-effect floor with a light, warm glow is  
the perfect way to boost the impact of the white.  
Add accents of on-trend green and blue  
to round off your dream of Nordic living in  
consummate style.

Like warm sunlight, the Mountain Oak Sand 
decor brings an air of tranquility to a room. 
Subtle beige blends with a golden shimmer 
and a natural wood grain on the wide, extra-
long boards.

Mountain Oak Sand
D 40772 | MAMMUT PLUS
laid-back and natural

EVERLASTING LOVE: 

     Scandinavian Style

NEW!

Our 
decor tips
2023

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/lybia-oak-nature/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/mountain-oak-sand/#/
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The Amerigo decor brings a light and 
subtle, matte vanilla tone to the room. 
Consummate Scandinavian flair for  
a bright and airy interior.

Amerigo 
D 80732 | DYNAMIC
light and glowing 

The Lybia Oak Nature decor has a 
traditional and down-to-earth look. 
Nut brown and vibrant caramel gold 
combine in the rustic wood grain. 
A board to lift the spirits!

Lybia Oak Nature 
D 80652| ROBUSTO
rustic flattering

Interior Trend 
2023

CONSCIOUS  HOME

NEW!

NEW!

https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/lybia-oak-nature/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/amerigo/#/
https://www.swisskrono.com/de-en/kronotex-decortrends-2023/mountain-oak-sand/#/
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Only natural

Let’s pay a visit to: Dörthe und Maik Roske 
At home in: Plau am See 

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany

Watch 
the episode
on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
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Dörthe and Maik Roske lead busy lives 
and are always on the go. Alongside their 
day jobs as a nurse and sales represen-
tative, they also take care of their holiday 
homes by Lake Plau. They don’t have 
much time left for their motorhome by 
Lake Muritz. That’s where they enjoy their 
breakfast on Saturday morning in the  
sunnier seasons, before they head back  
to another task. 
At the moment, their home is right at  
the top of their to-do list. The nesting fever 
that gripped many people during the pan-
demic has now set in for Dörthe and Maik, 
too. Of course, it helps that Mike’s  
a dab hand at DIY. Dörthe isn’t afraid  
to get stuck in either, and is always ready 
to lend a hand. Over the years, she’s  
picked up some serious skills of her own. 

Makro Oak Nature 
D 4794 | MAMMUT

The Roske family found their ideal flooring at KRONOTEX retailer  
bauXpert in Teterow, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. 
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“I love nature,” says Dörthe Roske. “So I wanted to find 
something for the flooring that looked really natural, 
too!” 
The nurse achieved exactly this goal with her choice 
of Macro Oak Nature from the MAMMUT collection by 
KRONOTEX. The warm beige-brown of the floor is remi-
niscent of cappuccino with foam in its color interplay.  
A distinctive wood grain decorates the boards. 
When choosing a laminate, craftsman Maik Roske focu-
sed on the usability as well as the look of the flooring: 
“Our new floor is much more robust than plain wood. 
So when our grandson goes running through the house 
with his shoes on and doesn’t take care, it doesn’t mat-
ter. It’s really quick and easy to lay the flooring, too. 
That’s a huge bonus!”

Home 

Home for me is wherever  
my wife Dörthe is!  

Maik Roske

Each laminate pack contains several sample pieces of 
a decor. Before laying the flooring, make sure to unpack 
the box and sort the different types of decor.

The click system makes KRONOTEX laminate easy to 
lay. Clothes pins help with the distance from the wall.

KRONOTEX laminate can be fitted to your space with just a few tools. 

What you’ll need:

   a pen 
   a few clothes pins 
   a measuring stick 
    a square 
   a laminate cutter or saw.
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DIY 

KRONOTEX laminate is easy to lay 
thanks to the click system. But even  
the best flooring is nothing without  

the right underlay!  

Maik Roske

Watch 
 the episode 
on YouTube

Plau am See The spa resort with its picture-postcard old town 
sits on the western side of Germany’s seventh-largest lake,  
Lake Plau, and the Müritz-Elde waterway. It’s the western gate-
way to the Mecklenburg Lake Plateau. The old town is home  
to many half-timbered and brick buildings. 
The town’s landmarks include the blue lift bridge, the St. Marien 
church dating back to the 13th century and the new observation 
tower on Lake Plau.

The right underlay is crucial to the laminate’s 
properties.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
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Connected 
with YOU  

We see it as a huge gift to 
be part of YOUR life. After 
all, the products our team 
makes every single day 
end up in your homes, in 
your offices and other 
places where you spend 
your time and 
become who you are.

@swisskrono_group
Connected with YOU
on Instagram

https://www.instagram.com/swisskrono_group/
https://www.instagram.com/swisskrono_group/
https://www.instagram.com/swisskrono_group/
https://www.instagram.com/swisskrono_group/
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An important part of how we communicate with you 

is on our social media channels. Whether on Insta-

gram or YouTube, we’re always looking for the stories 

that matter to you. We showcase new trends in floor 

and interior design and offer handy DIY tips for laying 

our flooring. You’ll get to know the people who do an 

incredible job with us every single day and produce 

cutting-edge KRONOTEX floors. 

What we love most is when you open your doors to 

us and invite us to explore your homes. We’re always 

touched by your hospitality and your ideas. 

These conversations are what help inspire our latest 

products. LIKE! 

#swisskronogroup 
#flooring 

#yourhome
www.youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/@swisskrono_germany
https://www.youtube.com/@swisskrono_germany
https://www.youtube.com/@swisskrono_germany
https://www.youtube.com/@swisskrono_germany
https://www.instagram.com/swisskrono_group/
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COLLECTIONS 
2023

 made from wood

 PVC-free

 antibacterial

 UV-resistant

 flame retardant

 scratch-resistant

 abrasion-proof

 hard-wearing

 very comfortable to walk on

 easy to clean

 easy to install

  suitable for underfloor heating 
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The Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) is an eco-label (Type III) that is recognized and accepted worldwide in accordance with ISO 14025. 
Manufacturing and production control comply with DIN EN 13329. We reserve the right to make technical changes. 
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 193 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

Stockholm Ash
D 3007 | 2-Strip | MX

Play
D 6407 | 3-Strip | ML

DYNAMIC
Flooring with more expression

 Do you love movement and motion?  
Then this flooringbelongs in your life. With a variety of  

color palettes and patterns, the floors of  
the DYNAMIC collection radiate their positive energy  

throughout the room. A source of inspiration and joie de vivre. 

A delicate, bright 
pattern of light plays 

across this floor, 
making a captivating 
impression of natural 

Nordic liveliness. 

The flooring appears  
in creamy caramel 

tones with a vivid line 
layout. A perfect  

companion for playtime.

DYNAMIC
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²
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Barrow Oak
D 4781 | 1-Strip | AF

Nevada Pine
D 4127 | 1-Strip | MX

Smile
D 6406 | 1-Strip | AF 

Kunsterspring Pine
D 3676 | 1-Strip | UL

Cloud Oak
D 3066 | 3-Strip | MO 

The beige-colored 
boards recall  

the sublime expanse  
of the desert and lend  

the room elegance  
and warmth.

With a silvery-matt 
shimmer and dark 

streaks, the flooring 
evokes a vibrant,  

natural feel.

With its color palette  
of milk and light grey, 
this floor brings light 
and positive energy  

into any child’s room. 

The different color  
nuances from light 

brown through to dark 
grey form a geometric 
interplay in the room. 

Like a soft, light carpet,  
the decor stretches out 
through the room, filling 

it with lightness and  
a sense of well-being. 
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DYNAMIC
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

DYNAMIC 
Flooring with more expression

Purposeful and 
well-ordered, the light 

brown color palette 
creates a clear room 

with plenty of  
character.

Light, gentle oak colors 
play across the flooring, 

evoking a warm,  
natural atmosphere. 

Delicate shades of beige 
play across this floor and 

create a modern and  
yet traditional image  

of solidity.

Oak Achat
D 2304 | 3-Strip | MO

Cutter Oak 
D 2450 | 2-Strip | MX

Hacienda Oak Beige
D 2957 | 1-Strip | PR

With its light and subtle, 
matte vanilla tone, the 
Amerigo decor brings  

a bright and airy  
Scandinavian flair  

to the room. Amerigo 
D 80732 | 1-Strip | ML

New
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There is a dynamic quality 
to the way the dark,  

rich nougat shades of  
this floor nestle against 
each other, producing  

a clear presence. 

A floor for  
strong personalities:  
individual, impressive  

and august, it combines 
vibrant fresh branches  

with the rich color  
of the forest floor. 

With its interplay of dark 
and light, this floor  

exhibits strong  
expressiveness in  

a modern atmosphere.

The flooring appears 
simple and elegant,  
with smooth color  

gradients that glide 
across the floor  

in delicate shades  
of brown. 

Plauer Oak
D 4953 | 3-Strip | AF

Walnut Palazzo
D 4757 | 1-Strip | WG

Bough Pine
D 4163 | 1-Strip | MX 

Black and White 
D 2955 | 2-Strip | WG
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V4

Brave
D 4782 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

Oak Hella
D 4754 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

 193 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

EXQUISIT
Flooring for the down-to-earth 

 The floors of the EXQUISIT collection feel something like best friends.  
They conjure up a sense of dependability. The decors provide  
a calm and faithful accompaniment to everyday life. Thanks to  

the embossed texture of the grain, the floor is a tactile experience.  
Milled V grooves create the look of old floorboards. 

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

In matt pastel shades 
of delicate cream and 

grey, the floor makes an 
impression with a natural 
color palette and on-trend 

floorboard look.

The characteristic light 
markings feel both  

luxurious and simple.  
The flooring creates an  
expressive image that 
draws on vintage and  

loft design styles. 
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Pettersson Oak Beige
D 4763 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Waveless Oak White
D 2873 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Nostalgie Teak Beige
D 3241 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Atlas Oak White 
D 3223 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Villosa Grey
D 50162 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Creamy and smooth,  
the flooring spreads 

through the room, filling it 
with lightness and clarity.  

A timeless floor for  
modern living. 

The delicate light brown 
and vanilla hues  

underline the vibrant 
wood grain of the 

boards, creating an 
atmosphere of warmth 

and coziness.

This decor brings the 
delicate lightness of the 

colors of birch bark  
into the room.  

A light, smooth gradient 
from creamy white,  

to beige, to light grey.

The harmonious light 
oak decor creates 
a natural look and 

conjures up a feeling of 
warmth and comfort. 

The matt-satin  
shimmering boards  

blend subtly into their 
surroundings and add 
 a harmonious touch  

with their delicate grain. 
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V4

Waveless Oak Nature
D 3004 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Turin Oak
D 3672 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Whitewashed Oak
D 2987 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Farm Oak Beige 
D 80062 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

The mild cream-beige 
shades of the decor  

create a timeless  
modern ambience.  

The flooring feels at  
once durable, adaptable  

and natural.

The velvety soft, light color 
gradient of the decor  
creates a warm and 

friendly ambience. The light 
wood grain forms a subtle 
contrast with the delicate 

brown shades.

The decor makes an  
impression with its  

felicitous interplay of light 
earthy tones. The flooring 
blends elegantly into the 

room with its harmonious, 
fluid wood-grain pattern.

A pure expanse is  
conjured up by this floor. 

The honey-yellow,  
shimmering, warm sand 

tone recalls the sands  
of the desert.

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 
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Oriental Oak Beige
D 4982 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

With elegant shades  
of vanilla and light  
brown, this floor  

appears stylish and  
refined. A characteristic  

background for  
a special room.

The decor combines the 
look of mature oak timber 

with a modern color  
palette of light grey and 
beige. A floor that’s at 
once subtle, reserved  

and vibrant. Port Oak Grey
D 4612 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Port Oak Grey
D 4612

Watch  
the film 

https://youtu.be/Wm-alUPgOew
https://youtu.be/Wm-alUPgOew
https://youtu.be/Wm-alUPgOew
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V4

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

The boards make  
an impression with  

a natural color palette  
of cappuccino and vanilla 
on a vibrant wood grain.

Light vanilla colors  
are playfully combined  
with dark stone tones.  

The vibrant flooring  
provides a natural quality 

to any room.

Elegant and plain,  
the decor features 

smooth color gradients 
of cinnamon and grey 

lovingly nestled together 
on the floor. The flooring 

for a timelessly  
beautiful ambience.

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 

The warm stone colors 
of the boards are joined 

by a hint of grey for  
a uniquely stylish look. 

The floor for calm  
and stability.

Gala Oak Grey
D 4786 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pettersson Oak Grey
D 4765 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oriental Oak Grey
D 4985 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Nostalgie Teak Silver
D 3242 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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This decor conjures up 
the harmonious colors 
of the airy light foam 
and caramel cream  

of an aromatic coffee.

This flooring pairs  
light brown tones with  

a rosy shimmer.  
The result is a feeling  

of warmth and coziness.

The smooth transitions  
of light brown and  

golden yellow create  
a harmonious ambience.  
The flooring gives rooms  

a country house look.

The elegant floor in  
light brown generates  

a modern and yet  
rustic atmosphere.

Villosa Nature
D 50172 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Atlas Oak Nature
D 3224 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Shine effect

The balanced play  
of caramel and cream 
emphasizes the even 
grain of the boards  

and creates a timeless  
atmosphere.

Farm Oak Nature
D 80072 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

Desert Oak Nature
D 80712 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

Stirling Oak Medium  
D 2805 | 1-Strip | CP | V4
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V4

EXQUISIT
Nutzungsklasse 32 | AC 4  
Paneel-Maß (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Karton 8 Paneele | 2,131 m² 
Palette 56 Kartons | 119,320 m²

The decor gleams  
with natural, golden- 

shimmering wood colors.  
The wood grain fills  

any room with sunlight  
and energy.

Sandy brown tones  
mingled with the fine lines 
of the wood grain pattern 

create a majestic  
ambience, which gleams 

with splendor and 
warmth.

A richly varied interplay 
 of colors from vanilla  

to cappuccino is displayed  
in this decor. Light and  
dark sections create an  

impressively vivid ambience.

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 

Soft brown shades mix 
with the delicate color 
gradients of honey to 
create a room full of 

vibrancy and character.

Natural Pine 
D 2774 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Rosemont Oak
D 3665 | Multi-Strip | AF | V4

Sierra Oak Gold
D 4689 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Prestige Oak Light
D 4169 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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With its rich palette  
of colors, from beige  

to honey yellow, brown  
to dark chocolate,  
this floor brings  

a naturalness into  
the room.

The delicate brown hue 
plays across the wood 

grain, conjuring a feeling 
of warmth and comfort  

in its surroundings.

The creamy chocolate grain 
of the decor has a vibrant, 

elegant effect. Subtle  
caramel evokes sunlight  

on the floorboards. 

This floor provides  
an artful mix of creamy 

chocolate brown and  
sunny honey yellow.  

This is joined by  
the distinctive grain  

of mature oak.

The dark brown shades  
of the flooring combine 
with a distinctive wood 
grain, lending the room  

presence and magnitude.

Walnut Toscana
D 3070 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Nostalgie Teak
D 4170 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Canyon Maple
D 6007 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Prestige Oak Nature
D 4166 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Port Oak
D 4609 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

Shades of dark chocolate 
characterize the color design 

of the decor. The flooring  
adds a highlight to the room 
and makes an impression of 

distinctive elegance.

This decor captivates  
with its vibrant,  

rustic brown tone and  
silvery shimmer.  

Floorboards with character 
and self-assurance.

With its dark, smoky soul, 
the vibrant decor makes  
a captivating impression 

due to its expressive color.

EXQUISIT
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 193 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,131 m² 
Pallet 56 boxes | 119,320 m²

EXQUISIT 
Flooring for the down-to-earth 

The chocolate brown 
flooring makes a bold 

appearance as the center 
of attention, while  

simultaneously  
remaining modestly  
in the background.

Kashmir Oak Black
D 6017 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Stirling Oak  
D 2804 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

Shine effect

Nostalgie Teak Graphit
D 4171 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak Dark
D 4168 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

 244 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

EXQUISIT PLUS
Extra wide, timelessly beautiful boards

These extra-wide boards represent elegance and generosity.  
They bring a feeling of expansiveness into the room.  
The decors of the EXQUISIT PLUS collection feature  

embossed wood grains and a matt shine.  
The milled V-grooves complete the sophisticated effect. 

The boards of this decor 
shine matt-white.  

The beholder is suffused 
with a feeling of lightness 

and class.

Stylistically confident  
and elegant,  

the decor presents  
a harmonious ambience 

with its color mix of  
delicate cream and grey.

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

Oriental Oak White
D 4984 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Gala Oak White
D 4787 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

With a mix of vanilla  
and toffee shades,  
the decor exudes  

a harmonious ambience. 
The playful markings  
of the wood grain lend  

a vintage look.

The light, warm  
sand tones of the  

Bodega Oak Beige decor 
combine to bring  

a glow to the room.

The wide boards of this 
decor make a simple, 
elegant impression.  

The matt wood shimmer 
in creamy light brown 

and silver flows delicately 
over the floor in smooth 

color gradients.
Madrid Oak
D 4694 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Bodega Oak Beige
D 40402 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Village Oak
D 4164 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Kashmir Oak Beige
D 6021 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Cappuccino brown  
dominates the  

smooth interplay  
of colors on this floor,  

suffusing the room with  
a flattering atmosphere.
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Intricate lines and smooth, 
light color gradients  

chart the face of this decor.  
A floor that conveys  
depth and yet still  

adapts modestly to  
its surroundings.

A mix of delicate vanilla, 
toffee and light grey  

characterize this decor.  
A floor for rooms  
with Nordic flair.

Light, nutty brown  
defines this floor. 

Artfully complemented 
by dark streaks, which 

lend the flooring  
a reserved strength. 

Montmelo Oak Creme 
D 3660 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oak Grey
D 4729 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Avanto Light
D 80262 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

Soft vanilla, warm sand 
and a hint of nougat 

brown – the balanced 
blend of the Avanto 

Light decor is ideal for  
a snug, warm look.

New

Gessami Oak
D 4721 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

New

Avanto Beige
D 80242 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

Light cappuccino brown 
blends with warm sand 

tones in the Avanto 
Beige decor. The extra-

wide boards create  
a snug and inviting 

atmosphere.
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V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

This decor provides the 
wonderful color palette of  

a ripe corn field in summer. 
A floor full of sunny  

warmth and coziness.

Warm light brown  
and a natural wood look 
characterize the image 

of this decor.  
The large boards make 

a striking feature for 
any room.

With its wide boards,  
the warm, sand-colored floor 

of the decor conjures up  
the beach right at your feet.  

What more do you need  
to feel at ease?

Caramel brown and 
golden sand tones  

combine in the  
Bodega Oak Nature 

decor to create  
a warm glow. Bodega Oak Nature

D 40432 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Montmelo Oak Nature
D 3661 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Barcelona Oak
D 4692 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Arizona Oak Nature 
D 80052 | 1-Strip | ND | V4
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This decor features 
the flattering rose gold 
shimmer of a summer 

sunset, creating a warm 
and comforting  

ambience in the room.

The nut brown and  
light sand tones of  

the Avanto Brown decor 
make it a timeless  
classic, perfect for  

natural interior design.

This floor conjures up  
the naturalness of a forest. 

The distinctive look  
of the wooden boards  

features hints of cream, 
honey, grey and brown.Sansibar Hickory Nature

D 6016 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

The decor’s wide boards  
in nut brown spread 
through the room,  
lending it the air  

of a country house.

This decor imbues  
the room with a sense  

of pure nature.  
Traditional and original, 
vibrant and embracing.  
A floor full of warmth 

and harmony.

Elba Oak Nature
D 6009 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pinot Chestnut
D 4716 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pettersson Oak Nature
D 4764 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Avanto Brown
D 80252 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New
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Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

The silky, shimmering  
interplay of grey,  
beige and brown  

creates a warm and  
friendly ambience  

of harmony and light.

Cappuccino brown  
dominates the smooth 
interplay of colors on 
this floor, suffusing  

the room with  
a flattering atmosphere.

The silky matt light brown  
of the decor has  

a timeless dignity.  
Gleaming cream colors play 

across the wide boards.

Montmelo Oak Silver
D 3662 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Sevilla Oak
D 4691 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Avanto Nature
D 80272 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

The Avanto Nature 
decor’s mix of light and 

dark brown tones creates 
a classic country-house 

atmosphere.

Kashmir Oak Titanium
D 6020 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New
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The warm, elegant  
golden brown of the decor  

transports us to far-off 
places, inviting us  

to dream.

Stony grey tones mix 
with a rich brown  

in this decor.  
A striking, rather cool 

combination for  
a modern room.

The boards gleam  
in the brown shades  

of a sunset,  
filling any room  

with energy and light.

The play of nougat 
brown, warm sand tones 

and hints of dark,  
smoky hues give  

the Bodega Oak Brown 
decor a rustic  

yet elegant look.

The balanced gray-
brown color and subtle 
hints of vanilla of the 

Bodega Oak Grey decor 
create an atmosphere  

of permanence.Bodega Oak Grey
D 40412 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Bodega Oak Brown
D 40422 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oriental Oak Nature
D 4983 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

New

Rift Oak 
D 3044 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Elba Oak Silver
D 6013 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

EXQUISIT PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4 
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,380 × 8
Box 8 panels | 2,694 m² 
Pallet 42 boxes | 113,138 m²

EXQUISIT PLUS 
Extra-wide, timelessly beautiful boards

The color palette runs  
from smoky grey  

to granite over the wide 
boards, immersing us  

in nature.

Nut brown and  
dark chocolate tones  

turn this floor into  
a piece of pure nature.  

A floor full of originality  
and vibrancy.

Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Ruby Oak Platinum
D 40532 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Smoky dark brown  
dominates the  

Ruby Oak Platinum decor. 
Hints of light brown bring  

a vibrant sheen to  
the rustic wood grain.

New

Tarragona Walnut
D 4709 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Cappuccino brown 
dominates the smooth 
interplay of colors on 
this floor, suffusing  

the room with  
a flattering light.Kashmir Oak Brown

D 6019 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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The decor has  
a traditional and  

rustic appearance  
with its warm mix of 
light and dark brown.

The decor brings  
the mesmerizing colors  
of an historic oak barrel  

into the home.  
The delicate wood grain  
adds an elegant touch  
to the robust boards.

The wood look  
distinguishes the wide, 

vibrant boards like  
the flames of a fire.  

A captivating floor of 
liveliness and depth.

Gala Oak Nature
 D 4783 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak 
D 3570 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

There is a sweetness  
to the vibrant shimmer  
of this floor. The toffee- 

colored wood tone is  
underpinned by  

the unique highlight  
of the wood grain. Montmelo Oak Toffee 

D 3664 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decor makes  
an impression with 
 its distinctive, bold  
interplay of colors,  
ranging from light  

to very dark brown.Canyon Maple Dark
D 6006 | 1-Strip | ML | V4
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micro
V4V4

 326 mm × 1,380 mm × 8 mm

MEGA PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 326 × 1,380 × 8
Box 5 panels | 2,249 m² 
Pallet 45 boxes | 101,223 m²

Hella Oak
D 4754 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

The characteristic light 
markings of the flooring 
feel both luxurious and 
simple. An expressive 
combination of vintage 
and loft design styles.

Pettersson Oak Beige
D 4763 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The harmonious oak decor 
creates a natural look and 

conjures up a feeling of 
warmth and comfort. 

MEGA PLUS
Flooring with elegance and strength

These especially wide boards are ideally suited to large rooms. 
The MEGA PLUS collection offers particular design possibilities: 

using natural stone decors for a flagstone look or  
flooring with a wood effect. The ideal floor for rooms  

full of vibrancy and inspiration. 
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New

New

Warm earthy tones with  
a hint of golden caramel  
play across the flooring,  
creating a natural and  
harmonious ambience. 

This floor offers  
a delicate gradient of  

creamy cappuccino tones,  
giving rooms an elegant,  

cozy look and a warm and 
comforting atmosphere. 

Vibrant and bold,  
delicate and subtle:  

the large boards display 
great versatility as they 

claim center stage, while 
simultaneously remaining 

in the background. 

Bright beige paired with 
hints of vibrant light gray 
make these tiles the ideal 

choice for minimalist 
interior design.

The natural stone-effect 
decor in light gray  

is indispensable when  
it comes to urban  

loft design.

Oak Decent 
D 3668 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Samara
D 6402 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Tavolo Travertin White
D 80692 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Tavolo Travertin Grey
D 80702 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4
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MEGA PLUS
Flooring with elegance and strength

micro
V4V4

MEGA PLUS
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 326 × 1,380 × 8
Box 5 panels | 2,249 m² 
Pallet 45 boxes | 101,223 m²

This light grey floor  
has an effect that is  

minimalist, simple, plain 
and yet elegant.  

The interplay of colors  
provides additional  
reflection of light.

The light grey decor  
blends in with confident 
ease, creating a sense  
of stylistic expertise. 

This floor conjures up 
summer terrace vibes. 
The stone-look boards 
feature a warm color 
palette of sand and  

earth shades.

Loft Beige 
D 4681 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Loft Light 
D 4682 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Naxos
D 3000 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

Concrete
D 4739 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

With its warm sand hue, 
the decor brings a sense 
of expanse into the room, 

creating a harmonious 
atmosphere: simple, 
elegant and unique.
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Factory Grey 
D 80092 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Loft Grey
D 4680 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Himalaya
D 3079 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

Loft Dark
D 4679 | Natural stone format XL | BT | Micro V4

Senia
D 2869 | Natural stone format XL | ST | V4

This decor offers the  
on-trend character of  

terrazzo flooring in  
a subtle blend of  

anthracite and stone grey.  
Ideal for rooms with  

a loft design feel.

This mid-grey floor  
delivers a sense of  

reserve combined with  
pure elegance.  

The classic solution for  
a modern ambience.

With its soft, deep  
anthracite, the decor lends 

character to any room.  
A haven of peace  
to counterbalance  

the furnishings.

The deep, dark color  
of this floor generates 

a fantastic strength and 
seemingly endless  

expanse in the room.  
The effect is impressive 

and majestic.

With their dark color 
palette of anthracite and 

chocolate brown,  
these wide boards with 

stone effect make  
an impression of  

elegant simplicity.
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V4The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects of mois-
ture for longer. Due to the 
significantly reduced swelling 
behavior, they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

HERRINGBONE
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 133 × 665 × 8
Box 14 panels | 1,238 m² 
Pallet 96 boxes | 118,848 m²

Bordeaux Oak
D 3516 | 1-Strip | WG | V4

Toulouse Oak
D 3678 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

 133 mm × 665 mm × 8 mm

With delicate  
beige tones and  

a pleasant reserve,  
this decor brings  

a Nordic flair  
into the room. 

The gentle  
cream caramel  

of the decor creates  
a warm ambience, 

adding a touch  
of refinement. 

HERRINGBONE
Always in vogue

Floors with a fishbone look have a timeless beauty and yet  
always feel modern. This flooring format achieves a stylistically- 

assured transformation in any room: from urban to opulent,  
airy light or entirely traditional. With the HERRINGBONE collection  

you can create any accent you like.
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Pesaro Concrete
D 4739 | 1-Strip | ST | V4

Treviso Oak 
D 4764 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Oak Silver
D 3773 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Pisa Oak
D 3861 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Metz Oak
D 3766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The silky mix of brown 
and grey tones creates  

a sumptuous room  
with character and  
simple elegance. 

The concrete-look floor  
is an outstanding  

combination of modern  
industrial design and  
tasteful gallery style. 

Delicate beige tones play 
across this shimmering 

vanilla and caramel floor, 
creating a characteristic 

image of modernity  
and tradition.

Silky-matt light brown- 
grey lends an elegant  
shimmer to the decor.  

A combination of  
tradition and modernity,  
refined and individual. 

The decor spreads  
sunshine through  

the room like gleaming  
forest blossom honey.  
A cheerful interplay of 

smooth wood tones full  
of positive energy. 
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V4The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects of mois-
ture for longer. Due to the 
significantly reduced swelling 
behavior, they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

HERRINGBONE
Use class 32 | AC 4  
Panel size (mm) 133 × 665 × 8
Box 14 panels | 1,238 m² 
Pallet 96 boxes | 118,848 m²

Dark and smoky in a mix 
of brown, anthracite and 
black, the decor bathes 
the room in a powerful 
ballroom atmosphere. 

This decor conjures up  
the harmonious colors  

of the airy light foam and  
caramel cream of  

an aromatic coffee.

The colors of dark chocolate 
and nougat come together 
in this decor with elegance 

and self-assurance  
to create a harmonious 
atmosphere of comfort.

This floor provides  
the kick of an espresso.  
The distinctive, elegant 

interplay of brown 
tones is reminiscent  

of chocolate and  
coffee beans. 

Calais Oak
D 4766 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Villosa Nature
D 50172 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Elba Oak Black 
D 6010 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Ferrara Oak
D 3860 | 1-Strip | ER | V4 

HERRINGBONE
Always in Vogue
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Calais Oak
D 4766

Watch 
the film

https://youtu.be/8pM8Ul_kIcg
https://youtu.be/8pM8Ul_kIcg
https://youtu.be/8pM8Ul_kIcg
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

 157 mm × 1,380 mm × 10 mm

AMAZONE 
Extra narrow boards

This flooring allows you to conjure up a graceful elegance  
in small or thin spaces. The format also fits perfectly in narrow 

hallways, as it ensures a sense of lightness. The floors of  
the AMAZONE collection are a must-have for all fans  

of a French interior design style and savoir vivre.

The intricate boards  
have a Nordic, natural, 
simple feel, which suits 

any color palette  
a room may have.

The characteristic  
light markings of  

the flooring feel both  
expressive and reserved.

AMAZONE
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 157 × 1,380 × 10
Box 6 panels | 1,300 m² 
Pallet 40 boxes | 52,000 m²

Siberian Spruce
D 2967 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Hella Oak
D 4754 | 1-Strip | UL | V4
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Light beige and  
sand tones characterize 

this flooring. The timeless 
decor forms the ideal 

accompaniment as part  
of a subtle backdrop  

to a room.

With smooth transitions 
in powdery light brown 
hues, this decor lends 
elegance to spaces.

The mix of light and  
mid-brown tones,  

reminiscent of a light and 
fluffy latte macchiato,  
conjure up a cozy feel  

in the room.

The warm, bright 
brown-beige tone 

creates a well-balanced 
ambience and goes 

perfectly with an urban 
interior design style.

Creamy golden brown sets 
a harmonious tone and 

creates a clear and calm 
ambience in the room.

Timeless Oak Beige 
D 3597 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak White
D 3239 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Elba Oak Beige 
D 6014 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Tajo Oak 
D 4686 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Elba Oak Gold 
D 6012 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Oak Decent 
D 3668 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Prestige Oak Nature 
D 4166 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak Light 
D 4169 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Carisma Nature   
D 80102 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

AMAZONE 
Extra narrow boards

Warm earthy tones with 
a hint of golden caramel 

artfully play across  
the narrow boards.

The delicate brown tone 
conjures up a feeling  

of warmth and  
comfort in the room,  
evoking the sunset.

In harmony with nature, 
these warm wood colors 

make for a cozy  
ambience and a feel  

of expansiveness.

This flooring features 
velvety warm brown 

tones with hints  
of radiant vanilla 

through to  
dark coffee brown.

AMAZONE
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 157 × 1,380 × 10
Box 6 panels | 1,300 m² 
Pallet 40 boxes | 52,000 m²
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Vibrant and bold, 
delicate and subtle. 

The multiple facets of 
this nougat brown floor 

catch the attention.

The distinctive interplay  
of brown tones is  

reminiscent of chocolate  
and coffee beans. 
It evokes elegance  

and power.

With a hint of grey  
in the dark brown,  
the narrow boards  
offer a captivating, 

warm interplay  
of colors.

With smooth  
transitions of vanilla  
and toffee, this decor 

lends an elegance  
to spaces.

Cool stone colors mix 
playfully with warm  

caramel tones  
to create a flickering  

play of light.

Pettersson Oak Dark
D 4766 I 1-Strip | ER | V4

Elba Oak Black 
D 6010 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Prestige Oak Grey 
D 4167 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Montmelo Oak Silver 
D 3662 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

 188 mm × 1,375 mm × 12 mm

Light, mild colors in  
a charming white-beige 
reminiscent of sea spray 
characterize the decor.  

The boards create  
a space to slow down. 

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 

Are you looking for a particularly stable floor? 
The boards of the ROBUSTO collection are extremely 

hard-wearing and ideally suited to everyday use thanks  
to their highly compressed, 12 mm thick core board  

and especially resistant surface. 

Grey-brown tones mixed 
with vanilla blend in  
the decor to create  

a stylish room  
that appears both  

sumptuous and simple.

Capital Oak Light
D 2800 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Rip Oak White
D 3181 | 1-Strip | MX | V4
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The harmonious,  
gleaming oak decor  

creates a natural look  
and conjures up  

a feeling of warmth. 

Creamy light brown hues 
mixed with a delicate 

smoke tone characterize 
this decor. The creamy 

white, shimmering boards  
are elegant and tasteful. 

With smooth transitions 
and silky vanilla grey,  
the decor sets rooms 
aglow. The light color 

gradient lends  
the flooring elegance.

This decor has  
a pleasant vanilla glow.  
It has an impressively  

radiant appearance that  
is balanced with  

a blend of earthy colors. 

Rip Oak Nature
D 3180 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Pettersson Oak Beige
D 4763 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Arizona Oak Beige
D 80032 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

Phalsbourg Oak 
D 3073 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Premium Oak Grey
D 4956 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

With a flattering mix  
of creamy beige  

and cappuccino brown,  
this decor feels both  
reliable and timeless.  

A feeling of perfect  
harmony and comfort. 
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 

With a harmoniously  
balanced interplay  

of colors including light 
brown, creamy beige  
and dark brown inlay,  

this floor captures  
the room. Adaja Oak 

D 4686 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

The creamy beige-brown 
of the decor creates a 

warm and cozy ambience.  
The strong grain  
ensures a natural  

country house look. 

A smooth color  
gradient from creamy 
beige to light brown  
define the decor. The 

flooring is a symbol of 
the beauty of nature and 

sublime tranquility. 

The flooring is  
reminiscent of the sunset  

over an oak forest.  
The sweet beige-brown 
plays delicately across  
the light wood grain. 

Port Oak Medium 
D 4611 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Premium Oak
D 4954 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Premium Oak Nature
D 4955 | 1-Strip | AF | V4
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The boards’ play of  
soft light brown, golden 

yellow and pink is perfect 
for a harmonious  

and balanced interior.

Nut brown and vibrant 
caramel combine  
in these boards’  

rustic wood grain.

New

This floor has a wild,  
original and expressive 

character. It conveys 
strength and resolution 

with its distinctive  
wood grain.

The vanilla brown  
boards of the decor  
immerse the floor  

in a lovely, warm tone.  
The flowing color gradients 

underline its  
natural character.Jalon Oak

D 4685 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Fantasy Wood
D 4779 | 1-Strip | UL | V4

Harbour Oak Grey
D 3572 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Lybia Oak Nature
D 80652 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

New

Lybia Oak Copper
D 80642 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

The color palette runs 
from smoky grey  

to granite over the wide 
boards, immersing  

us in nature. 
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Silky gray combines 
with light brown and 
vanilla tones in the 

Desert Oak Gray decor 
– for a timeless,  

classic look.

V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

A silky-matt grey shimmer 
adds the finishing touch 

to this nutty brown decor, 
giving the floor  

a pleasantly neutral  
and understated look. 

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 

Rocky grey tones mix  
playfully with vanilla.  

The decor gives  
the flooring an urban  

simplicity and  
pleasant coolness. 

Grey-brown tones  
mixed with vanilla blend 

in the decor to create  
a stylish room  

that appears both  
sumptuous and simple.

Cinerea Nature 
D 50182 | 1-Strip | ND | V4

Desert Oak Grey
D 80722 | 1-Stab | ND | V4

New

Timeless Oak Grey
D 3571 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Rip Oak
D 3075 | 1-Strip | MX | V4
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This floor delivers a sense 
of simplicity and elegance. 

In creamy light grey  
and matt silver,  

the floorboards blend 
quietly into the room. 

Creamy beige-brown  
and delicate vanilla tones 

characterize the decor.  
The strong grain meets  

the warm shades of color  
in a harmonious interplay. 

With its perfect light brown 
color palette, the decor  

conveys an elegant tone. 
This flooring makes  

a refined and stylistically- 
assured impression.

Soft brown shades mix 
with the delicate  

color gradients of the 
wood grain to create  

a room that is grounded 
and powerful. 

Atlas Oak Anthracite
D 3592 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Premium Oak Brown
D 4957 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

Saverne Oak
D 3074 | 1-Strip | MX | V4

Atlas Oak Coffee
D 3591 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Harbour Oak
D 3570 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The wood look  
distinguishes the wide, 

vibrant boards of the decor 
like the flames of a fire.  

A captivating earth-colored 
floor of liveliness and depth. 
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The natural color interplay 
of bark and trunk bathes 

the decor in warm,  
earthy tones. A floor full  

of calm, power and  
naturalness. 

Brown and grey tones 
flicker like flames 
across the decor,  

creating a traditional, 
down-to-earth  

ambience.

The dark essence  
of coffee blends with 
light beige tones that 

lend the board life  
and luster.

Opal Oak Coffee
D 40522 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

New

Timeless Oak
D 3590 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Rustic Oak
D 4731 | 1-Strip | AF | V4

V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

ROBUSTO
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,375 × 12
Box 5 panels | 1,293 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 72,380 m²

ROBUSTO 
Flooring that won’t be shaken by anything 

The calm, nougat brown 
tones of the decor make  

it the perfect basis  
for creating a natural,  

timeless design.
Ruby Oak Brown
D 40542 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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Port Oak Titanium
D 4610 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Canyon Maple Dark
D 6006 | 1-Strip | ML | V4

Port Oak Titanium
D 4610

Watch  
the film

The decor makes an  
impression with its  
distinctive interplay  

of colors ranging from  
light to very dark brown. 

Powerful, wild and original.

The decor has  
a captivating color  

palette of natural brown  
and metallic grey.  

The rustic wood grain  
of the boards is  

a strong highlight.

https://youtu.be/g_icuYsOeGE
https://youtu.be/g_icuYsOeGE
https://youtu.be/g_icuYsOeGE
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V4

Makro Oak White
D 4793 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Silver
D 4797 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decors are  
optimized to resist  
the effects of moisture  
for longer. Due to the  
significantly reduced 
swelling behavior, they are 
suitable for wet rooms. 

The light color mix  
of white and grey conjures 

light into any home.  
The delicate wood grain 
plays across the boards 
with a slight shimmer.

The creamy silver tone  
of the decor gives  

a refined look to any home. 
The charming wood grain 

creates a natural  
ambience.

MAMMUT PLUS 
Flooring with a boost of strength 

These especially wide and long boards with an oak look fill rooms 
with an impressive presence, shaping their character.  

The MAMMUT PLUS collection has not only a classic elegance,  
but also an urban, modern feel.  

A source of resilience and reliability. 

MAMMUT PLUS
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,845 × 10
Box 4 panels | 1,800 m²
Pallet 42 boxes | 75,600 m²

 244 mm × 1,845 mm × 10 mm
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Makro Eiche Hell
D 4752 | 1-Stab | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Nature 
D 4725 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Beige
D 4728 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Light
D 4752 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Subtle beige blends  
with a golden shimmer 

and a natural wood 
grain on the wide,  
extra-long boards.

Mountain Oak Sand
D 40772| 1-Strip | ER | V4

New

Makro Oak Beige
D 3669 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The harmonious  
color gradient of the decor 

ensures a warm and  
friendly ambience in  

a pastel beige-brown shade.

The smooth transitions 
of light brown and sand 

create a warm and 
well-balanced ambience. 

This decor recalls  
the golden light  
of the sunset.  

The light brown tone  
shimmers with a slight red,  

while the wood grain  
plays delicately across  

the decor.

The croissant-colored 
boards of the decor  
immerse the floor in  
a lovely, warm tone.  

The wood grain  
is emphasized by  

gentle color gradients.
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V4

The decors are  
optimized to resist  
the effects of moisture  
for longer. Due to the  
significantly reduced 
swelling behavior, they are 
suitable for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT PLUS
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 244 × 1,845 × 10
Box 4 panels | 1,800 m²
Pallet 42 boxes | 75,600 m²

The warm mix of brown 
and golden yellow gives 

the decor a down-to-
earth feel. The flooring 

recalls the antique floors  
of old farmhouses.

The light brown decor 
with its shimmering 

white grain will ensure  
a light and airy ambience 

in any room. A delicate 
rose pink plays across 

the boards.

The warm beige-brown of 
the floor is reminiscent of 

cappuccino with foam.  
Smooth color gradients and 

a distinctive wood grain 
decorate the boards. 

This floor offers  
smooth transitions  

and silky grey tones.  
The flooring brings  

elegance to the room.

MAMMUT PLUS 
Flooring with a boost of strength 

Mountain Oak Brown 
D 4726 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Grey
D 4727 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Bronze
D 4795 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Nature
D 4794 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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The charming color  
variations from cream  
to walnut brown wind 

through the room on the 
decor. The boards are  

emblematic of character 
and elegance.

The matt silver tone  
of this flooring makes  

a simple, elegant  
impression with its  

smooth color gradients 
gliding across the floor.

Makro Oak Brown 
D 4791 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Titanium
D 4796 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Titanium
D 40762 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Light Grey
D 3670 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Grey
D 4792 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

New
The interplay of nougat 

brown, caramel and 
light gray on the wide, 

extra-long boards  
produces a strong,  

rustic look.

With this decor,  
the forest floor lies  
directly at your feet.  
The delicate color  
gradient of creamy 
nougat is met by  

a strong wood grain  
on the flooring.

This floor offers  
the vibrancy of unspoilt 
nature. Grey stone tones 
meet with warm caramel 

and combine playfully  
in the natural wood grain.
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

Everest Oak White 
D 3179 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Capital Oak Light
D 2800 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

 188 mm × 1,845 mm × 12 mm

MAMMUT 
Flooring full of power and stability 

The especially long boards of the MAMMUT collection stand  
for timeless stability and great resilience. The wood-effect decors 

display both a consciously traditional and an on-trend  
country house look. An ideal combination for all those  

who appreciate a cozy style. 

The light vanilla beige  
of the decor has  

a particularly smooth  
and subtle effect.  

The flooring creates  
an aesthetically clean  

room with characteristic 
highlights.

Light, mild colors in  
a charming white-beige, 
reminiscent of sea spray, 
characterize the decor.  

The flooring brings  
clarity to the room. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

Shine effect
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Makro Oak White 
D 4793 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Silver
D 4797 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Light
D 4752 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Beige
D 4728 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The light color mix of white 
and grey conjures light  

into any home.  
The delicate wood grain 
plays across the boards 
with a slight shimmer.

The creamy silver tone  
of the decor gives  

the floor a refined look.  
The charming wood grain 

creates a natural  
ambience. 

The harmonious color  
gradient of the decor  
ensures a warm and 

friendly ambience  
in a pastel beige- 

brown shade.

The smooth transitions  
of light brown and sand  

in the decor create  
a warm and well- 

balanced ambience.

Everest Oak Beige
D 3081 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The decor features  
a light nut brown,  
conjuring sunlight  

onto the floor.  
A cheerful interplay of 
smooth wood tones. 
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

MAMMUT
Flooring full of power and stability 

The croissant-colored 
boards of the decor 
immerse the floor  

in a lovely, warm tone.  
The wood grain  

is emphasized by gentle 
color gradients.

The decor recalls  
the golden light  
of the sunset.  

The light brown tone 
shimmers with a slight red, 

while the wood grain  
plays delicately  

across the decor.

The warm beige-brown 
of the floor is reminiscent 
of cappuccino with foam.  
Smooth color gradients 
and a distinctive wood 

grain decorate  
the boards.

The light brown decor with 
its shimmering white grain 

ensures a light and airy  
ambience. A delicate  

rose pink plays across  
the flooring.

Makro Oak Nature
D 4794 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Bronze
D 4795 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Beige
D 3669 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Oak Nature
D 4725 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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The matt silver tone  
of this flooring makes  

a simple, stylish  
impression with its 

smooth color gradients 
gliding across the floor. 

This floor offers 
smooth transitions and 

silky grey tones.  
The flooring brings 

elegance to the room.

Caramel brown tones 
mingled with the fine 

lines of the wood grain 
pattern create a room 

full of splendor and  
a cozy atmosphere  

of well-being.

The toffee-colored decor 
conjures up a sense of 

relaxation and well-being.  
A floor full of warmth  

and coziness. 

The brown-grey decor  
of the flooring makes  
a refined yet simple  

impression. The authentic 
and atmospheric wood 

grain plays across  
the boards.

Shine effect

Everest Oak Bronze
D 3077 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Everest Oak Nature
D 4152 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Capital Oak Nature
D 2999 | 1-Strip | CP | V4

Mountain Oak Grey
D 4727 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Light Grey
D 3670 | 1-Strip | ER | V4
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V4

The decors are optimized  
to resist the effects  
of moisture for longer.  
Due to the significantly  
reduced swelling behavior, 
they are suitable  
for wet rooms. 

MAMMUT
Use class 33 | AC 5  
Panel size (mm) 188 × 1,845 × 12
Box 4 panels | 1,387 m²
Pallet 56 boxes | 77,697 m²

The charming  
color variations from 

cream to walnut brown 
wind through the room  

on the decor.  
Floorboards with  

a strong character.

This floor offers  
the vibrancy of unspoilt 
nature. Grey stone tones 
meet with warm caramel 

and combine playfully  
in the natural wood grain.

Mountain Oak Brown 
D 4726 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Brown
D 4791 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Highland Oak Titanium
D 4796 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Makro Oak Grey
D 4792 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

MAMMUT
Flooring full of power and stability 

The warm mix of brown 
and golden yellow  

gives the decor  
a down-to-earth feel.  
The flooring recalls  
the antique floors  
of old farmhouses. 

With this decor,  
you have the forest floor  
at your feet. The delicate 
color gradient of creamy 
nougat is met by a strong  

wood grain on the flooring.
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Everest Oak
D 3076 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Pine Nature 
D 80012 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

Mountain Pine Dark 
D 80022 | 1-Strip | ER | V4

The earthy color  
interplay of bark and trunk 

bathes the decor in  
a cozy warmth.  

The dark flooring sets  
off the radiance  

of light-colored furniture.

The warm mid-brown 
tone of the decor is 
flanked by a radiant  

amber color. The floor 
bathes the room  
in the charm of  
a rustic cabin.

Rich, smoky dark brown 
is blended in this decor 

with warm nougat tones. 
A floor full of strength 

and allure.
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Decor overview
Index

D 2304 | Achat Oak | DYNAMIC  60
D 2450 | Cutter Oak | DYNAMIC  60
D 2774 | Natural Pine | EXQUISIT  68
D 2800 | Capital Oak Light | ROBUSTO  92
D 2800 | Capital Oak Light | MAMMUT 104
D 2804 | Stirling Oak | EXQUISIT 70
D 2805 | Stirling Oak Medium | EXQUISIT 67
D 2869 | Senia | MEGA PLUS 83
D 2873 | Waveless Oak White | EXQUISIT   63
D 2955 | Black and White | DYNAMIC    61
D 2957 | Hacienda Oak Beige | DYNAMIC 60
D 2967 | Siberian Spruce | AMAZONE  88
D 2987 | Whitewashed Oak | EXQUISIT 64
D 2999 | Capital Oak Nature | MAMMUT  107

D 3000 | Naxos | MEGA PLUS 82
D 3004 | Waveless Oak Nature | EXQUISIT 64
D 3007 | Stockholm Ash | DYNAMIC 58
D 3044 | Rift Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS  77
D 3066 | Cloud Oak | DYNAMIC  59
D 3070 | Walnut Toscana | EXQUISIT 69
D 3073 | Phalsbourg Oak | ROBUSTO   93
D 3074 | Saverne Oak | ROBUSTO  97
D 3075 | Rip Oak | ROBUSTO  96
D 3076 | Everest Oak | MAMMUT  109
D 3077 | Everest Oak Bronze | MAMMUT  107
D 3079 | Himalaya | MEGA PLUS 83
D 3081 | Everest Oak Beige | MAMMUT 105
D 3179 | Everest Oak White | MAMMUT  104
D 3180 | Rip Oak Nature | ROBUSTO  93
D 3181 | Rip Oak White | ROBUSTO  92
D 3223 | Atlas Oak White | EXQUISIT 63
D 3224 | Atlas Oak Nature | EXQUISIT 67
D 3239 | Prestige Oak White | AMAZONE  89
D 3241 | Nostalgie Teak Beige | EXQUISIT  63
D 3242 | Nostalgie Teak Silver | EXQUISIT 66
D 3516 | Bordeaux Oak | HERRINGBONE 84
D 3570 | Harbour Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS  79
D 3570 | Harbour Oak | ROBUSTO  97
D 3571 | Timeless Oak Grey | ROBUSTO  96
D 3572 | Harbour Oak Grey | EXQUISIT PLUS 78
D 3572 | Harbour Oak Grey | AMAZONE   91
D 3572 | Harbour Oak Grey | ROBUSTO  95
D 3590 | Timeless Oak | ROBUSTO  98
D 3591 | Atlas Oak Coffee | ROBUSTO  97
D 3592 | Atlas Oak Anthracite | ROBUSTO  97
D 3597 | Timeless Oak Beige | AMAZONE  89
D 3660 | Montmelo Oak Creme | EXQUISIT PLUS  73
D 3661 | Montmelo Eiche Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 74
D 3662 | Montmelo Oak Silver  | EXQUISIT PLUS  76
D 3662 | Montmelo Oak Silver | AMAZONE   91
D 3664 | Montmelo Oak Toffee | EXQUISIT PLUS  79
D 3665 | Rosemont Oak | EXQUISIT 68
D 3668 | Oak Decent | MEGA PLUS 81

D 3668 | Oak Decent | AMAZONE   90
D 3669 | Makro Oak Beige | MAMMUT PLUS 101
D 3669 | Makro Oak Beige | MAMMUT  106
D 3670 | Makro Oak Light Grey  | MAMMUT PLUS 103
D 3670 | Makro Oak Light Grey | MAMMUT  107
D 3672 | Turin Oak | EXQUISIT   64
D 3676 | Kunsterspring Pine | DYNAMIC 59
D 3678 | Toulouse Oak | HERRINGBONE 84
D 3766 | Metz Oak | HERRINGBONE 85
D 3773 | Oak Silver | HERRINGBONE 85
D 3860 | Ferrara Oak | HERRINGBONE 88
D 3861 | Pisa Oak | HERRINGBONE 85

New in 2023
D 40402 | Bodega Oak Beige | EXQUISIT PLUS 72
D 40412 | Bodega Oak Grey | EXQUISIT PLUS 77
D 40422 | Bodega Oak Brown | EXQUISIT PLUS 77
D 40432 | Bodega Oak Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 74
D 40522 | Opal Oak Coffee | ROBUSTO 98
D 40532 | Ruby Oak Platinum | EXQUISIT PLUS 78
D 40542 | Ruby Oak Brown | ROBUSTO 98
D 40762 | Mountain Oak Titanium | MAMMUT PLUS 103
D 40772 | Mountain Oak Sand | MAMMUT PLUS 101

D 4127 | Nevada Pine | DYNAMIC 59
D 4152 | Everest Oak Nature | MAMMUT  107
D 4163 | Bough Pine | DYNAMIC    61
D 4164 | Village Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS  72
D 4166 | Prestige Eiche Nature | AMAZONE   90
D 4166 | Prestige Eiche Nature | EXQUISIT 69
D 4167 | Prestige Oak Grey | AMAZONE 91
D 4168 | Prestige Oak Darkl | EXQUISIT 70
D 4169 | Prestige Oak Light | EXQUISIT 68
D 4169 | Prestige Oak Light | AMAZONE   90
D 4170 | Nostalgie Teak | EXQUISIT 69
D 4171 | Nostalgie Teak Graphit | EXQUISIT 70
D 4609 | Port Oak | EXQUISIT 69
D 4610 | Port Oak Titanium | ROBUSTO  99
D 4611 | Port Oak Medium | ROBUSTO   94
D 4612 | Port Oak Grey | EXQUISIT 65
D 4679 | Loft Dark | MEGA PLUS 83
D 4680 | Loft Grey | MEGA PLUS 83
D 4681 | Loft Beige | MEGA PLUS 82
D 4682 | Loft Light | MEGA PLUS 82
D 4685 | Jalon Oak | ROBUSTO  95
D 4686 | Tajo Oak | AMAZONE  89
D 4686 | Adaja Oak | ROBUSTO   94
D 4689 | Sierra Oak Gold | EXQUISIT 68
D 4691 | Sevilla Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS 76
D 4692 | Barcelona Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS  74
D 4694 | Madrid Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS 72
D 4709 | Tarragona Walnut | EXQUISIT PLUS 78
D 4716 | Chestnut Pinot | EXQUISIT PLUS   75
D 4721 | Gessami Oak | EXQUISIT PLUS 73

Page Page
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D 4725 | Mountain Oak Nature | MAMMUT PLUS  101
D 4725 | Mountain Oak Nature | MAMMUT  106
D 4726 | Mountain Oak Brown | MAMMUT PLUS  102
D 4726 | Mountain Oak Brown | MAMMUT   108
D 4727 | Mountain Oak Grey | MAMMUT PLUS 102
D 4727 | Mountain Oak Grey | MAMMUT  107
D 4728 | Mountain Oak Beige | MAMMUT PLUS 101
D 4728 | Mountain Oak Beige | MAMMUT 105
D 4729 | Oak Grey | EXQUISIT PLUS 73
D 4731 | Rustic Oak | ROBUSTO  98
D 4739 | Concrete | MEGA PLUS 82
D 4739 | Pesaro Concrete | HERRINGBONE 85
D 4752 | Makro Oak Light | MAMMUT PLUS 101
D 4752 | Makro Oak Light | MAMMUT  105
D 4754 | Hella Oak | EXQUISIT 62
D 4754 | Hella Oak | MEGA PLUS 80
D 4754 | Hella Oak | AMAZONE  88
D 4757 | Palazzo Walnut | DYNAMIC   61
D 4763 | Pettersson Oak Beige | EXQUISIT  63
D 4763 | Pettersson Oak Beige | MEGA PLUS 80
D 4763 | Pettersson Oak Beige | ROBUSTO  93
D 4764 | Pettersson Oak Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS   75
D 4764 | Treviso Oak | HERRINGBONE  85
D 4765 | Pettersson Oak Grey | EXQUISIT 66
D 4766 | Calais Oak | HERRINGBONE 86
D 4766 | Pettersson Oak Dark | EXQUISIT PLUS 79
D 4766 | Pettersson Oak Dark | MEGA PLUS 81
D 4766 I Pettersson Oak Dark | AMAZONE   91
D 4779 | Fantasy Wood | ROBUSTO  95
D 4781 | Barrow Oak | DYNAMIC 59
D 4782 | Brave | EXQUISIT 62
D 4783 | Gala Oak Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 79
D 4786 | Gala Oak Grey | EXQUISIT 66
D 4787 | Gala Oak White | EXQUISIT PLUS 71
D 4791 | Makro Oak Grey | MAMMUT PLUS  103
D 4791 | Makro Oak Brown | MAMMUT  108
D 4792 | Makro Oak Grey | MAMMUT PLUS 103
D 4792 | Makro Oak Grey | MAMMUT  108
D 4793 | Makro Oak White | MAMMUT PLUS 100
D 4793 | Makro Oak White| MAMMUT  105
D 4794 | Makro Oak Nature | MAMMUT PLUS 102
D 4794 | Makro Oak Nature | MAMMUT 106
D 4795 | Highland Oak Bronze | MAMMUT PLUS 102
D 4795 | Highland Oak Bronze | MAMMUT  106
D 4796 | Highland Oak Titanium | MAMMUT PLUS 103
D 4796 | Highland Oak Titanium | MAMMUT  108
D 4797 | Highland Oak Silver | MAMMUT PLUS 100
D 4797 | Highland Oak Silver | MAMMUT 105
D 4953 | Plauer Oak | DYNAMIC  61
D 4954 | Premium Oak | ROBUSTO  94
D 4955 | Premium Oak Nature | ROBUSTO  94
D 4956 | Premium Oak Grey | ROBUSTO  93
D 4957 | Premium Oak Brown | ROBUSTO  97
D 4982 | Oriental Oak Beige | EXQUISIT 65

D 4983 | Oriental Oak Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 77
D 4984 | Oriental Oak White | EXQUISIT PLUS 71
D 4985 | Oriental Oak Grey | EXQUISIT 66

D 50162 | Villosa Grey | EXQUISIT  63
D 50172 | Villosa Nature | EXQUISIT 67
D 50172 | Villosa Nature | HERRINGBONE 86
D 50182 | Cinerea Natur | ROBUSTO  96

D 6006 | Canyon Maple Dark | EXQUISIT PLUS 79
D 6006 | Canyon Maple Dark | ROBUSTO  99
D 6007 | Canyon Maple | EXQUISIT 69
D 6009 | Elba Oak Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 75
D 6010 | Elba Oak Black | HERRINGBONE  86
D 6010 | Elba Oak Black | AMAZONE   91
D 6012 | Elba Oak Gold | AMAZONE  89
D 6013 | Elba Oak Silver | EXQUISIT PLUS 77
D 6014 | Elba Oak Beige | AMAZONE  89
D 6016 | Sansibar Hickory Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 75
D 6017 | Kaschmir Oak Black | EXQUISIT 70
D 6019 | Kaschmir Oak Brown | EXQUISIT PLUS 78
D 6020 | Kashmir Oak Titanium | EXQUISIT PLUS 76
D 6021 | Kaschmir Oak Beige | EXQUISIT PLUS  72
D 6402 | Samara | MEGA PLUS 81
D 6406 | Smile | DYNAMIC 59
D 6407 | Play | DYNAMIC 58

D 80012 | Mountain Pine Nature | MAMMUT   109
D 80022 | Mountain Pine Dark | MAMMUT   109
D 80032 | Arizona Oak Beige | ROBUSTO  93
D 80052 | Arizona Oak Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS   74
D 80062 | Farm Oak Beige | EXQUISIT    64
D 80072 | Farm Oak Nature | EXQUISIT 67
D 80092 | Factory Grey | MEGA PLUS 83
D 80102 | Carisma Nature | AMAZONE   90

New in 2023
D 80242 | Avanto Beige | EXQUISIT PLUS 73
D 80252 | Avanto Brown | EXQUISIT PLUS 75
D 80262 | Avanto Light | EXQUISIT PLUS 73
D 80272 | Avanto Nature | EXQUISIT PLUS 76
D 80642 | Lybia Oak Copper | ROBUSTO 95
D 80652 | Lybia Oak Nature | ROBUSTO 95
D 80692 | Tavolo Travertin White | MEGA PLUS 81
D 80702 | Tavolo Travertin Grey | MEGA PLUS 81
D 80712 | Desert Oak Nature | EXQUISIT    67
D 80722 | Desert Oak Grey | ROBUSTO 96
D 80732 | Amerigo | DYNAMIC 60

Page Page
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AF | Authentic Floor
Natural and vivid wood texture

PR | Wood Pore
Typical wood structure

WG | Wood Grain
Rustic embossing

BT | Concrete
Typical concrete surface

ER | Registered Emboss
Genuine wood appearance due to consistency 
between pattern and embossing

Surfaces 
Explanations

1-Strip (country house) 2-Strip 3-Strip Multi-Strip
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MO | Matt Oiled
Matt oiled surface appearance

MX | Matrix
Deep structure embossing with typical wood matt/ 
gloss contrast

ST | Stone
Distinctive stone

CP | ER | Chrome Pore
Wood structure with shine effect

UL | Used Look
With apparent signs of war and tear

ND | Natural Deep
Natural depth with a convincing feel

ML | Matt Look
With a waxed look and feel
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h

V4

micro
V4

extra long panels

A and B panels, note labeling, equal 
numbers required

fitted with 5G click system 
for easy installation

fitted with 5G click system 
for easy installation

quick installation thanks to simple 
locking mechanism

suitable for commercial use 
Minimum requirement for the underlay  
CS 120 kPA and DL 2 in accordance with EN 16354

suitable for commercial use
Minimum requirement for the underlay  
CS 60 kPA and DL 2 in accordance with EN 16354extra-narrow panels

extra-wide panels

special surface structure

anti-static

with V-groove for natural  
floorboard character

thinner V-groove

Moisture protection
Improved resistance to moisture, avoid standing liquid.  
Not waterproof! 

AQUA PEARL system (in accordance with NALFA test)
Highly water-repellent, resistant to all types of liquid,  
extremely durable. Clean up liquids within 24 h.
Suitable for wet rooms.

Pictograms 
Explanations
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BASIC 
foam-based 
25,000 × 1,000 × 2 mm 
1 packet 4 rolls = 100 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

BASIC PLUS 
foam-based with PE flat foil lamination 
25,000 × 1,000 × 2 mm 
1 packet 4 rolls = 100 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

PREMIUM SOUND 
PU-based with foil lamination 
8,500 × 1,000 × 1.8 mm 
1 packet 1 roll = 8.5 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

SUPERIOR SOUND 
PU-based with foil lamination 
5,500 × 1,000 × 2.8 mm 
1 packet 1 roll = 5.5 m2

1 pallet 40 rolls

Insulating underlays
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Skirting boards

KTEX P
MDF, white, profiled, can be painted
18 × 80 × 2,400 mm
PACKET 8 pcs | PALLET 35 packets

KTEX F
MDF, white, chamfered, can be painted
18 × 80 × 2,400 mm
PACKET 8 pcs | PALLET 35 packets

Skirting board clips
For quick and easy 
skirting board installation
PACKET 30 pcs

Corner piece for KTEX F and KTEX P 
22 × 22 × 82 mm
PACKET 2 pcs
Available in white decor.

The skirting boards may deviate in color and structure from the floor decor.

KTEX 1
MDF, for attachment system
19 × 58 × 2,400 mm 
PACKET 10 pcs | PALLET 56 packets 
Available in all decor variants.

ACCESSORIES PACKET BOX
1 exterior corner piece (EC) 2 pcs 10 packets
2 interior corner piece (IC) 2 pcs 10 packets
3 end cap (EC) 1 × left, 1 × right 10 packets
Connector 2 pcs 10 packets
Economy pack  2 × EC, 6 × IC, 2 × EC  5 packets 

(1 × left, 1 × right)  

Available in light brown, dark brown, white, silver  
and stainless steel look.

1
2

3

AQUA 80
white 
19 × 80 × 2,500 mm 
PACKET 6 pcs | PALLET 30 packets

AQUA 60
white 
19 × 60 × 2,500 mm 
PACKET 8 pcs | PALLET 30 packets
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Available in all decors. Purchase quantity by agreement.
 * Cover without clip ** Cover with clip

KTEX 10
MDF

10 × 58 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 5
MDF

15 × 70 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 4 
MDF,
for mounting system

22 × 40 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 6
MDF, 
for mounting system

19 × 80 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 11
MDF,
for mounting system

21 × 70 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 12
MDF, 
for mounting system

15*/19.5** × 50 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 13
MDF, 
for mounting system

16 × 58 × 2,600 mm

KTEX 14
MDF, 
for mounting system

17 × 70 × 2,600 mm

KTEX 15
MDF

16 × 80 × 2,600 mm

KTEX 16
MDF

15 × 78 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 17
MDF

18 × 40 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 18
MDF,
for mounting system

13.5*/19** × 40 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 19
MDF, 
for mounting system

18 × 90 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 20
MDF

17 × 17 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 21
MDF

12 × 12 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 22
MDF

16 × 16 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 24
MDF

4 × 25 × 2,400 mm

KTEX 23
MDF

6 × 25 × 2,600 mm
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Your Home. 
Our next issue

June 
2023

PROFILE: SWISS KRONO decor designer Sebastian Dicke
     How a newfound friendship with fish “Diggie” helped create a decor for children’s rooms. 

Ready to make a splash
Ideal for the kitchen: the KRONOTEX decor Tyler Oak

PLAYFUL 
SPACES
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LET’S PAY A VISIT TO:  
the Palm family in their multi-generational 
family home in Berlin, Germany

SPACE FOR YOUR CREATIVITY:  
The Port Oak Grey decor lets the ideas flow. 



Discover Your Home.  

www.swisskrono.com/de-en

Pettersson Oak Beige 
D 4763 | EXQUISIT

Watch  
on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
http://www.swisskrono.com/de-en
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB
https://youtu.be/kP5vEQpmgjI
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeDpbH-NQDRWipEhHe1dgtpI-KJtXshrB

